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PROJECT SYNOPSIS PROJECT SYNOPSIS   

A newly promoted FBI agent, Catherine Bennett, finds herself wanted for the murder of her fiance. She is 
arrested and interrogated by her own team. However, she is clear of the charges when witnesses place 
her at a rest stop in Washington, DC. Now she's on a mission to find out just who really caused the death 
of her fiance. 

 
Shortly after returning to active duty with the bureau, the case of the dead Tang family hits. The only sur-
viving member is a nonverbal empath boy named Max. He communicates through drawing. One drawing 
sets off a series of events that locks in Max's mind answers to serial killings. Unfortunately, no foster 
home would take him because of his gift, and he lands in a state run psychiatric institution. 

 
Their two worlds are about to collide when Catherine Bennett finds Maxwell Tang in the psychiatric ward. 
After speaking with his doctor, she realizes the boy holds the key to dozens of Serial killings. He might 
just have the answer to who killed her fiancé.   
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CHARACTERSCHARACTERS   

  

MAX, 10, mixed race, is a high-functioning non-verbal child with a 

unique empathic ability. Max takes on the person he connects to and 

will recreate their darkest memories through his drawings. Max will 

maintain this empathic behavior toward any individual he’s encoun-

tered until he is touched by another or able to draw pictures of what he 

has seen. 

 

CATHERINE BENNETT, 30, is a beautiful FBI Agent who is all busi-

ness. Once the subject of a murder investigation in the death of her 

fiancé, she was acquitted of all charges. Now she unknowingly is in-

vestigating a series of serial killings that will lead her back to the death 

of her fiancé, where it all began. Catherine’s drive to solve the crimes 

takes over her life, leading her down a path that will put others in dan-

ger, including a young boy empath named Max Tang. 


